ORAL ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
Purchasing of Microfilm by Archives Department to Film All Telugu Dailies

51—

*609 —Q.—Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu(Udaigiri):—Will the Minister for Education be pleased to state:

(a) whether it is a fact that the Archives department brought microfilm to film all the Telugu dailies and preserve; and

(b) if so, the number of dailies microfilmed so far?

Minister for Education (Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju):—

(a) Yes, Sir.

(b) (1) Andhra Patrika(Daily)—1914.

(2) Sadhana Patrika (Weekly) from 14-8-1926 to 25-3-1950.

(3) Krishna Patrika (Weekly) from 1-2-1902 to 31-12-1929.

(4) Sri Vijayavani Newspaper (Weekly) from 2-10-1940 to 4-6-1941.

*An asterisk before the name indicates Confirmation by the Member.

J. No. 43. (181)
Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju:—We have no mobile unit and most of the old dailies were from Vijayawada and Madras. Therefore, it is not possible to microfilm them. I have given a list of those papers which are in Hyderabad.

Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju:—Till now the policy is to microfilm those papers which are old in nature for reference to certain valuable information. Even the newspapers that have come out are brought under this category.

Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju:—Definitely, we will consider the suggestion made by the hon. Member.

Increase of strength of pupils in schools in R. R. Dist. due to Introduction of Mid-day Meals Scheme

52—

*408 Q.—Smt. Uma Devi (Medchal);—Will the Minister for Education be pleased to state:

(a) whether it is a fact that the strength of the attendance of the pupils in schools in Ranga Reddy District has increased due to the introduction of Mid-day Meal Scheme;

(b) if so, is there any proposal to increase the teaching staff also proportionately; and

(c) if not, the reasons therefor?

Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju:—(a) Yes, Sir.

(b) Yes, Sir.

(c) Does not arise.
Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju:—The question was relating only to schools in Ranga Reddy district. To the extent that the mid-day meal scheme has come there has been an increase of 12,452 pupils in the schools.

Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju:—The mid-day meal programme is in progress.

Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju:—The question was specific as to whether there has been an increase in the enrolment due to introduction of mid-day meal scheme. If the member wants further information in this regard about mid-day meal scheme itself he can put a separate question.

Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju:—The Government has sanctioned 14,600 additional posts of teachers out of which 2,117 are language pandits. We are converting certain single teacher schools into two-teacher schools. To that extent we will take action.

Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju:—This question came before this Assembly once. I had mentioned that the appointments would be completed by the end of next month.
Functioning of World Famous Arabic Institution "Dayaratul Ma arif-ul Osmania" in Osmania University

(a) Whether it is a fact that in the Osmania University one World famous Arabic institution called "DAYARATUL MA ARIF-UL OSMANIA" is existing;

(b) if so, from which year;

(c) the functions and objectives of the said institution;

(d) whether it is also a fact that the said institution is dormant;

(e) if so, the reasons therefor; and

(f) the action taken thereon?

Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju.—

(a) Yes, Sir. The correct name of the Institution is "Dairatul Maarifil-Osmania" which is an independent institution.

(b) 1888 A.D.

(c) The aims and subjects of the institution are :-

(i) To investigate, collect and preserve such old and rare manuscripts in arts, science and religion in classical Arabic as are getting extinct or lost.

(ii) To give preference to the publication of such works of recognised authors upto the 4th Century A.H. (10th Century A.D) as acknowledged tobe the original source of reference on different subjects.

(iii) To publish critical editions of such text of eminent authors to the end of the 8th Century A. H. (14th Century A.D) as have won universal recognition in the fields of arts, science and religion.

(iv) To issue the publication of the Daira free of cost or to give them on concession rates to special scholars, experts, authors and teachers who are engaged in research and to recognised national Institutions, Universities and literary academies.

(d) No. Sir.

(e) & (f) Does not arise.
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Sri M. Omkar:—This is a very ancient and reputed organisation. The Minister while replying to (d) said "No" but it is domant. Has the Government received any complaint or representation in this regard?

Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju:—We have not received any complaints till today.

Sri M. Omkar:—There are many complaints. The main complaint is that the authorities who are responsible for running this institution are not evincing any interest in running this institution and the people who are placed in charge of this institution are not well-versed in the Arabic language or they are not so much interested in developing Arabic language. So people who are really interested and well-versed in these matters are being neglected and they are thrown out. So in order to make this institution active what steps the Government wants to take?

Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju:—If the hon. Member feels that certain irregularities are there he can definitely bring them to our notice; we can take action.

Sri M. Omkar:—I myself made a representation. The previous Minister who received it promised that he would look into the matter. Since then no positive steps have been taken. My main anxiety is this is an important and ancient institution and Government should come forward sponsor steps without giving scope for factionalism and prejudice should not prevail in the institution. It should be run properly.

Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju:—The Committee which is appointed to oversee the activities of this institution consists of a number of eminent people and definitely if the hon. Member has any complaints in this regard, he can bring to our notice and we will take action.

Sri N. Indra Sena Reddy:—Is it a fact that this institution is getting aid of petro-dollars from Arab countries?

Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju:—This is not part of the question. He can put a separate question.

Mr. Speaker:—Question No. 54 is postponed at the request of the member.

Financial Irregularities in Agricultural Development Bank, Kanigiri.

55—

*415—(X)—Q.—Sarvasri M. Kasi Reddy (Kanigiri) and V. V. Narayana Reddy (Markapur):—Will the Minister for Agriculture and Co-operation be pleased to state;
20th August, 1983.

(a) whether the financial irregularities committed in the primary Agriculture Development Bank, Kanigiri in Prakasam district, have been brought to the notice of the Government;

(b) whether any investigation has been conducted by the vigilance Department in this regard; and

(c) if so, the action taken?

Oral Answers to Questions.

(a) Whether the financial irregularities committed in the primary Agriculture Development Bank, Kanigiri in Prakasam district, have been brought to the notice of the Government?

(b) Whether any investigation has been conducted by the vigilance Department in this regard?

(c) If so, the action taken?
Oral Answers to Questions. 20th August, 1983.

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu:— The Minister himself admitted that all the six people at various stages in view of their position misused their authority and they are responsible. When such is the case what has prevented the Government from taking action against those people?

When such is the case what has prevented the Government from taking action against those people?
188 20th August, 1983.

Oral Answers to Questions.

10. అద్దంగా సమయం అయితే: వేస్తే మీరు మనిషి జరిగే సమయం అడగాలా? రామాయణ సమయం ఉండాలా?


Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu:—All that is not well with your Headquarters i.e., Bank. 1981 లేదా 1983 లేదా అద్దంగా సమయం అడగాలా?

Sri V.V. Narayana Reddy:—Regarding benami loans sanctioned by the Banks to take the subsidy portion of the amount, the loan amount was paid to the Bank and the subsidy was eaten away by the President in collusion with the officials.
Oral Answers to Questions. 20th August, 1933.

Supply of Spurious and Substandard Drugs and Medicines by a Racket

56-

353 O.- Sri Vasantha Nageswara Rao (Nandigam) :- Will the Minister for Health and Medical be pleased to state:

(a) whether it is a fact that a racket indulging in supplying of spurious and sub-standard drugs and medicines exists in the State, and

(b) if so, the steps taken by the Government to apprehend and punish the culprits.

43-2
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Oral Answers to Questions.

1. M. S. Gorakondi - 1982-83

2. M. T. Ranga: 1982-83
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Sanction of Sri Ramsagar Hydro Electric Project

882—Q—Sri S. Santhosh Reddy (Armoor) :—Will the Minister for Finance be pleased to state:

(a) whether the Sriramsagar Hydro Electric Project has been sanctioned; and

(b) if so, when the work will be taken up?
Oral Answers to Questions. 20th August, 1983

1. (a) ವಿನಯ ಶಾಸ್ತ್ರೀಯ ಭಾವನೆಗಳಿಗೆ ಒದಗಿಸಿದರೆ, ಕೆಲವು ಸ್ಕೂಲುಗಳಲ್ಲಿ 1980 ರಿಂದ 1983 ಸಮಯ ಕಿಂಪುವುದು ಅತಿ ದೊಡ್ಡ ವರ್ಧಿಸಿದರೆ, ಸಾಮಾನ್ಯವಾಗಿ ಮೂಲ ವಿಭಾಗದಲ್ಲಿಯೂ ಮೇಲ implantsitet.

(b) ಇಂದಿಗೆ ನಿಮ್ಮ ಪ್ರಯೋಗಗಳು [ಪ್ರದರ್ಶನದ ಹಂತದಲ್ಲಿ] ಅನಿಮ ಅಣಿ
ಭಾಗದಲ್ಲಿ ಇದನ್ನು ಪ್ರತ್ಯೇಕಿಸಿದರೆ?

2. (a) ಸಮಸುಗಳು ಅಂದಾಜಿಗೆ [ಪ್ರತಿಯೊಂದು]ಅದು ಸಾಮಾನ್ಯವಾಗಿ ಅದರ ಗೌಡ ಮೂಲ ವಿಭಾಗದಲ್ಲಿಯೂ ಅಣಿ
ಭಾಗದಲ್ಲಿಯೂ ಮೇಲ implantsitet. ಈ ಸಾಮಾನ್ಯವಾಗಿ ಮೇಲ implantsitet ಅಣಿ
ಭಾಗದಲ್ಲಿಯೂ ಮೇಲ implantsitet,
ಭಾಗದಲ್ಲಿಯೂ ಮೇಲ implantsitet ಅಣಿ
ಭಾಗದಲ್ಲಿಯೂ ಮೇಲ implantsitet. ಈ ಸಾಮಾನ್ಯವಾಗಿ ಮೇಲ implantsitet ಅಣಿ
ಭಾಗದಲ್ಲಿಯೂ ಮೇಲ implantsitet.

(b) ಈ ಸಾಮಾನ್ಯವಾಗಿ ಮೇಲ implantsitet ಅಣಿ
ಭಾಗದಲ್ಲಿಯೂ ಮೇಲ implantsitet. ಈ ಸಾಮಾನ್ಯವಾಗಿ ಮೇಲ implantsitet ಅಣಿ
ಭಾಗದಲ್ಲಿಯೂ ಮೇಲ implantsitet.

3. (a) ಅನುಭವವಾಗಿ ಸ್ವರೂಪದ ವಿಭಾಗಗಳ ಮೇಲ implantsitet ಅಣಿ
ಭಾಗದಲ್ಲಿಯೂ ಮೇಲ implantsitet. ಈ ಸಾಮಾನ್ಯವಾಗಿ ಮೇಲ implantsitet ಅಣಿ
ಭಾಗದಲ್ಲಿಯೂ ಮೇಲ implantsitet.

(b) ಈ ಸಾಮಾನ್ಯವಾಗಿ ಮೇಲ implantsitet ಅಣಿ
ಭಾಗದಲ್ಲಿಯೂ ಮೇಲ implantsitet. ಈ ಸಾಮಾನ್ಯವಾಗಿ ಮೇಲ implantsitet ಅಣಿ
ಭಾಗದಲ್ಲಿಯೂ ಮೇಲ implantsitet.

4. (a) ಬೇಕಾಂತ ಅಥವಾ ಬೀಜ ಮತ್ತು ಸಾಮಾನ್ಯ ಪ್ರದರ್ಶನಗಳ ಮೇಲ implantsitet ಅಣಿ
ಭಾಗದಲ್ಲಿಯೂ ಮೇಲ implantsitet. ಈ ಸಾಮಾನ್ಯವಾಗಿ ಮೇಲ implantsitet ಅಣಿ
ಭಾಗದಲ್ಲಿಯೂ ಮೇಲ implantsitet.

(b) ಈ ಸಾಮಾನ್ಯವಾಗಿ ಮೇಲ implantsitet ಅಣಿ
ಭಾಗದಲ್ಲಿಯೂ ಮೇಲ implantsitet. ಈ ಸಾಮಾನ್ಯವಾಗಿ ಮೇಲ implantsitet ಅಣಿ
ಭಾಗದಲ್ಲಿಯೂ ಮೇಲ implantsitet.

5. (a) ಅನುಭವವಾಗಿ ಸ್ವರೂಪದ ವಿಭಾಗಗಳ ಮೇಲ implantsitet ಅಣಿ
ಭಾಗದಲ್ಲಿಯೂ ಮೇಲ implantsitet. ಈ ಸಾಮಾನ್ಯವಾಗಿ ಮೇಲ implantsitet ಅಣಿ
ಭಾಗದಲ್ಲಿಯೂ ಮೇಲ implantsitet.

(b) ಈ ಸಾಮಾನ್ಯವಾಗಿ ಮೇಲ implantsitet ಅಣಿ
ಭಾಗದಲ್ಲಿಯೂ ಮೇಲ implantsitet. ಈ ಸಾಮಾನ್ಯವಾಗಿ ಮೇಲ implantsitet ಅಣಿ
ಭಾಗದಲ್ಲಿಯೂ ಮೇಲ implantsitet.
20th August, 1983.

Oral Answers to Questions.

(1) ಅಡಿಯ ಧಾರೆಯಾರು: — ಅಡಿಯ ಬಿಡುವಿಕೆಗಳು ಬಲವಾಗಿ ತಾಯಿ ಪಡೆಯಲು ಸಹ ಪಡೆಯಲು 18 ಸಾಲು 49 ಸಾಲು ಮಧ್ಯಾಯನ ಮೇಲೆ ರೂಪ ಬಳಸಲಾಯಿತು. ಆದಾಗ್ಯೂ ನಾವು ಉಳಿದ ಕ್ರಮದಲ್ಲಿ ಆಲ್ಲ ಆಹಾರ ಮತ್ತು ಆರೋಗ್ಯ ಸೇವೆಗಳ ಸಲ್ಲಿಕೆಗಳು. ಆದರೆ ಮುಂದುವರಿ ಹೊಸ ಪ್ರತ್ಯೇಕಿತ ಸೇವೆಗೆ ಅನುಮೋದನೆ ಕಲ್ಪಿಸಿದ್ದಾಗಿದೆ. ನಂತರ ಪ್ರತ್ಯೇಕಿತ ಸೇವೆಗೆ ಸೇವೆ ಪಡೆಯಲು ಸಾಧ್ಯವಾದುದು. ಎಲ್ಲಾದ್ದೇ ಪ್ರತ್ಯೇಕಿತ ಸೇವೆಗೆ ಸೇವೆ ಪಡೆಯಲು ಸಾಧ್ಯವಾಗುತ್ತದೆ. ಇತ್ಯಾದಿಗೆ ಮುಂದುವರಿ ಹೊಸ ಪ್ರತ್ಯೇಕಿತ ಸೇವೆಗೆ ಸೇವೆ ಪಡೆಯಲು ಸಾಧ್ಯವಾಗುತ್ತದೆ. ಎಲ್ಲಾದ್ದೇ ಪ್ರತ್ಯೇಕಿತ ಸೇವೆಗೆ ಸೇವೆ ಪಡೆಯಲು ಸಾಧ್ಯವಾಗುತ್ತದೆ. ಇತ್ಯಾದಿಗೆ ಮುಂದುವರಿ ಹೊಸ ಪ್ರತ್ಯೇಕಿತ ಸೇವೆಗೆ ಸೇವೆ ಪಡೆಯಲು ಸಾಧ್ಯವಾಗುತ್ತದೆ. ಎಲ್ಲಾದ್ದೇ ಪ್ರತ್ಯೇಕಿತ ಸೇವೆಗೆ ಸೇವೆ ಪಡೆಯಲು ಸಾಧ್ಯವಾಗುತ್ತದೆ. ಇತ್ಯಾದಿಗೆ ಮುಂದುವರಿ ಹೊಸ ಪ್ರತ್ಯೇಕಿತ ಸೇವೆಗೆ ಸೇವೆ ಪಡೆಯಲು ಸಾಧ್ಯವಾಗುತ್ತದೆ. ಎಲ್ಲಾದ್ದೇ ಪ್ರತ್ಯೇಕಿತ ಸೇವೆಗೆ ಸೇವೆ ಪಡೆಯಲು ಸಾಧ್ಯವಾಗುತ್ತದೆ. ಇತ್ಯಾದಿಗೆ ಮುಂದುವರಿ ಹೊಸ ಪ್ರತ್ಯೇಕಿತ ಸೇವೆಗೆ ಸೇವೆ ಪಡೆಯಲು ಸಾಧ್ಯವಾಗುತ್ತದೆ. ಎಲ್ಲಾದ್ದೇ ಪ್ರತ್ಯೇಕಿತ ಸೇವೆಗೆ ಸೇವೆ ಪಡೆಯಲು ಸಾಧ್ಯವಾಗುತ್ತದೆ. ಇತ್ಯಾದಿಗೆ ಮುಂದುವರಿ ಹೊಸ ಪ್ರತ್ಯೇಕಿತ ಸೇವೆಗೆ ಸೇವೆ ಪಡೆಯಲು ಸಾಧ್ಯವಾಗುತ್ತದೆ. ಎಲ್ಲಾದ್ದೇ ಪ್ರತ್ಯೇಕಿತ ಸೇವೆಗೆ ಸೇವೆ ಪಡೆಯಲು ಸಾಧ್ಯವಾಗುತ್ತದೆ. ಇತ್ಯಾದಿಗೆ ಮುಂದುವರಿ ಹೊಸ ಪ್ರತ್ಯೇಕಿತ ಸೇವೆಗೆ ಸೇವೆ ಪಡೆಯಲು ಸಾಧ್ಯವಾಗುತ್ತದೆ. ಎಲ್ಲಾದ್ದೇ ಪ್ರತ್ಯೇಕಿತ ಸೇವೆಗೆ ಸೇವೆ ಪಡೆಯಲು ಸಾಧ್ಯವಾಗುತ್ತದೆ. ಇತ್ಯಾದಿಗೆ ಮುಂದುವರಿ ಹೊಸ ಪ್ರತ್ಯೇಕಿತ ಸೇವೆಗೆ ಸೇವೆ ಪಡೆಯಲು ಸಾಧ್ಯವಾಗುತ್ತದೆ. ಎಲ್ಲಾದ್ದೇ ಪ್ರತ್ಯೇಕಿತ ಸೇವೆಗೆ ಸೇವೆ ಪಡೆಯಲು ಸಾಧ್ಯವಾಗುತ್ತದೆ. ಇತ್ಯಾದಿಗೆ ಮುಂದುವರಿ ಹೊಸ ಪ್ರತ್ಯೇಕಿತ ಸೇವೆಗೆ ಸೇವೆ ಪಡೆಯಲು ಸಾಧ್ಯವಾಗುತ್ತದೆ. ಎಲ್ಲಾದ್ದೇ ಪ್ರತ್ಯೇಕಿತ ಸೇವೆಗೆ ಸೇವೆ ಪಡೆಯಲು ಸಾಧ್ಯವಾಗುತ್ತದೆ. ಇತ್ಯಾದಿಗೆ ಮುಂದುವರಿ ಹೊಸ ಪ್ರತ್ಯೇಕಿತ ಸೇವೆಗೆ ಸೇವೆ ಪಡೆಯಲು ಸಾಧ್ಯವಾಗುತ್ತದೆ. ಎಲ್ಲಾದ್ದೇ ಪ್ರತ್ಯೇಕಿತ ಸೇವೆಗೆ ಸೇವೆ ಪಡೆಯಲು ಸಾಧ್ಯವಾಗುತ್ತದೆ. ಇತ್ಯಾದಿಗೆ ಮುಂದುವರಿ ಹೊಸ ಪ್ರತ್ಯೇಕಿತ ಸೇವೆಗೆ ಸೇವೆ ಪಡೆಯಲು ಸಾಧ್ಯವಾಗುತ್ತದೆ. ಎಲ್ಲಾದ್ದೇ ಪ್ರತ್ಯೇಕಿತ ಸೇವೆಗೆ ಸೇವೆ ಪಡೆಯಲು ಸಾಧ್ಯವಾಗುತ್ತದೆ. ಇತ್ಯಾದಿಗೆ ಮುಂದುವರಿ ಹೊಸ ಪ್ರತ್ಯೇಕಿತ ಸೇವೆಗೆ ಸೇವೆ ಪಡೆಯಲು ಸಾಧ್ಯವಾಗುತ್ತದೆ. ಎಲ್ಲಾದ್ದೇ ಪ್ರತ್ಯೇಕಿತ ಸೇವೆಗೆ ಸೇವೆ ಪಡೆಯಲು ಸಾಧ್ಯವಾಗುತ್ತದೆ. ಇತ್ಯಾದಿಗೆ ಮುಂದುವರಿ ಹೊಸ ಪ್ರತ್ಯೇಕಿತ ಸೇವೆಗೆ ಸೇವೆ ಪಡೆಯಲು ಸಾಧ್ಯವಾಗುತ್ತದೆ. ಎಲ್ಲಾದ್ದೇ ಪ್ರತ್ಯೇಕಿತ ಸೇವೆಗೆ ಸೇವೆ ಪಡೆಯಲು ಸಾಧ್ಯವಾಗುತ್ತದೆ.
Raid on Cinema Halls in Nizamabad Town

58—

376—Q.—Sri M. J. Thomas Chowdary:—Will the Minister for Finance be pleased to state:

(a) the number of raids conducted by the Tax Officers on Cinema Hall at Nizamabad town;

(b) whether they have found any unstamped tickets; and

(c) if so, the action taken by the Government?

1982—83 సాంఘాతికం తప్పించిన 10 సంస్థలలో ప్రతి 289 సంస్థలు చేసిన సమయాల.

(8) మొత్తం 289

(2) సంస్థలు చేసారు.
20th August, 1983.

Oral Answers to Questions.

(1) ఎంప. ది. ది. రాతి సాంస్కృతిక పంపందులు ఎందుకు ఉండాలి? అంతే నిలిచారని మాయాంచిన ప్రతిసామయాల వల్ల ఉండాలి.

(2) మరే సంపాదనం సంచాలనకారి: — తావు లేదా సంపాదనకారు ఎందుకు ఉండాలి?

(3) 10. కర్తా స్వాధీనం (అవసానం): — ఏమిత్తే స్వాధీనం అవసానం అని సంఘటించే ప్రతిసామయాల దినానికి గమనం చేసాలి?

(4) 10. కర్తా స్వాధీనం (అవసానం): — ఏమిత్తే స్వాధీనం అవసానం అని సంఘటించే ప్రతిసామయాల దినానికి గమనం చేసాలి?

(5) 10. కర్తా స్వాధీనం (అవసానం): — ఏమిత్తే స్వాధీనం అవసానం అని సంఘటించే ప్రతిసామయాల దినానికి గమనం చేసాలి?

(6) 10. కర్తా స్వాధీనం (అవసానం): — ఏమిత్తే స్వాధీనం అవసానం అని సంఘటించే ప్రతిసామయాల దినానికి గమనం చేసాలి?
Issue of Pattas To Homeless Poor At Sircilla

683-Q.—Sarvasri N. Raghava Reddy (Nakrekal) M. Yerriah Reddy (Bhadrachalm) M. Omkar:—Will the hon. Minister for Revenue be pleased to state:

(a) whether it is a fact that the Government allotted 10 acres of dilapidated tank bed at Sircilla in Karimnagar district in the year 1982 for 200 homeless poor weavers owing allegiance to CITU for house sites;

(b) whether it is also a fact that so far no patta certificates were issued nor plots were divided;

(c) if so, the reasons therefor;

(d) whether it is also a fact that 225 ineligible rich people were allotted house sites in the said tank bed; and

(e) if so, the reasons therefor?

(2) शीर्ष नामविवर्णेनां आयुक्त अधिकारी 85.00
वार्षिक विषयेक केलये वीर विभाग कार्य कनेडला 85.00 वार्षिक सम्मलन अधिकारी के 15वी. दृष्टि विभाग के हस्ताक्षर. मृत्यु का 15वी. दृष्टि विभाग के हस्ताक्षर. मृत्यु का
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(1) సాగాలు. ప్రతి రోజు ఈ చేసే అంశము నియంత్రించండి. చంద నియంత్రించడానికి ఇక్కడ అందచే ఉండేది.

(2) ఎందుకు అంచనా ఎందుకు?

(3) 112 సాగకుండా యుద్ధం చేసిన రోజును ఎందుకు వరంగల సంఘహీతం సాధించండి.

(4) పిల్లలు ఈ సాగ ప్రశ్నలు సాగం ఇచ్చుండి. విషయాన్ని సంపడతా కారణము ఎందుకు?

(5) ఇది సాగ ప్రశ్నలు ఈ విషయానికి సాగం ఇచ్చి ఉంటుంది. విషయానికి సంపడతా కారణము ఎందుకు?
Removing of K.Ms. And V.Ms by Appointing L.D. Clerks

60—

969-Q-S: Sarvasri G. Muddukrishnama Naidu (Puttur) K. Nagarjuna Reddy, Dr. D.L. Ravindra Reddy (Mydukur) and Dr. Y.S. Rajasekhar Reddy (Pulivendula):— Will the Minister for Revenue be pleased to state:
(a) whether it is a fact that the Government are contemplating to remove K.Ms. and V.Ms. as was done in Tamilnadu and Karnataka states and appoint L.D.C.s in their place; and

(b) if so, when and the reasons therefor?

9-30 a.m.
Short Notice Questions and Answers

Derecognition of Intermediate Certificates of Andhra Pradesh by Punjab University

60-A—

S.N.Q.No. 2580-H:—Sarvasri M. Venkaiah Naidu, M. Rama Krishna Rao, M. Omkar, N. Raghava Reddy, M. Yerraiah Naidu and Smt. Mallu Swarajyam:— Will the Minister for Education be pleased to state:

(a) Whether it is a fact that the Punjab University has cancelled recognition to the Intermediate Certificate of Andhra Pradesh;

(b) Whether it has come to the notice of the Government that many of the Andhra students who were given admission in that University were subsequently rejected admission on this account; and

(c) if so the steps taken by the Government?

Sri P. Anandagajapathi Raju:

(a) No sir., the Punjab University re-equated the 12th Class examination under (10 2 3) scheme of all the States including that of Andhra Pradesh to the P.U.C. examination of Punjab University in May, 1980.

(b) The admission of 4 students of Andhra Pradesh of Engineering who were provisionally admitted in the Punjab Engineering College, Chandigarh was cancelled since the Intermediate Examination of Andhra Pradesh is not equivalent to the Pre-Engineering of the Punjab University which is the qualifying examination for admission to B.E. course.

(c) The Controller of Examinations of the Board of Intermediate Education has been duputed to Chandigarh to ascertain the reasons for the removal of the four students and to assist the Advocate engaged by the special Commissioner, New Delhi in the Writ Petition filed by the students against the decision of the Punjab University. The Writ Petition filed in the Punjab High Court has since been dismissed on the ground that the University is competent to equate or recognise any examination of other Boards/Universities to that of the examinations conducted by that University. Earlier the High Court of Punjab and Supreme Court also pronounced the same verdict in similar Writ Petitions filed by students of other States. However, the State Government are pursuing with the Ministry of Education Government of India and the Punjab Government for readmission of the four students on compassionate grounds.
Matters Under Rule 329:

re: Admissions into Engineering and Polytechnic Colleges in the State:

Minister should take necessary steps. 

Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju:—I will definitely do the same.

Sri M Omkar:—At what stage, our Government's request is and whether the Punjab University authorities have accepted our plea? How many students were removed and at what stage is our request?

Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju:—4 students were removed from the course and we are taking steps for their restoration.

Sri M. Omkar:—Already 3 months were over,

Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju:—As soon as they were removed, we have filed in the Punjab and Haryana High Courts and now the writ petitions were decided and we are taking up the matter with the Government.

Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju:—Mr. Speaker, Sir, as I mentioned, definitely, I will place it on the Table of the House.

Matters Under Rule 329:

re: Admissions into Engineering and Polytechnic Colleges in the State.
20th August, 1983.

Matters Under Rule 329:

re: Admissions in Engineering and Polytechnic Colleges in the State:

Sri P. Ananda Gajipathi Raju:—Sir, According to the Rules issued by the Government in pursuance of the Ordinance No. of 1983, the Common Entrance Examination for admission to the various Engineering Colleges in the State was conducted on 22-5-1983. The results of this examination were published on 6-8-1983. Based on the ranking assigned at this examination, admissions have already been completed to all the University Engineering Colleges and the Regional Engineering College, Warangal by 4-9-1983. The representatives of all these Colleges met at a Common venue i.e. Osmania University Engineering College, Hyderabad for conducting the interviews for finalising the admissions as stated above. The class-work for the first year students already commenced in some of these institutions.

2. The Convenor of the Common Entrance Examination Committee is the competent authority to call for applications for admission into B.E./B. Tech. Courses in the Private Engineering Colleges and to select candidates according to merit. Mere appearance at the Common Entrance Examination does not entitle a candidate to be considered for admission automatically to any of the Engineering Colleges in the State, unless he/she (i) applies for admission to the Colleges concerned; and (ii) satisfies all the admission requirements stipulated by the concerned University/Institution.

3. Some of the managements of the Private Engineering Colleges filed W. Ps against the Government. All these have since been dismissed. An advertisement has been issued by the Convenor calling for applications to the Private Engineering Colleges. The last date for receipt of applications has been fixed as 31-8-1983. The interviews for finalising the admissions are scheduled to be held during the 2nd and 3rd week of September, 1983.

4. It can thus be seen there is no question of failure on the part of the Government to issue specific instructions suggestions.

5. Regarding Polytechnics, the department of Technical Education has issued notifications for admission into various diploma courses in Polytechnics in the month of May, 1983 fixing the last date for
Matters Under Rule 329:
re: Admissions into Engineering and Polytechnic Colleges in the State.

Receipt of applications as 20-6-83. In the meanwhile the Government have issued orders that admissions into Polytechnics whether managed by Government or Private body for the year 1983-84 be made through District Level Selection Committees headed by the Joint Collectors of the concerned districts in order to have uniform academic programme for Government and Private Polytechnics for the year 1983-84. Some of the principals have represented that many parents and candidates have approached them for further extension of date in view of Government's decision to give 3 grace marks in S.S.C. and Intermediate Examination. Therefore, the last date was extended upto 30-7-1983.

6. In the meanwhile, Private managements of Polytechnics filed W. Ps. in the Andhra Pradesh High Court challenging the admission rules made under the Andhra Pradesh Educational Act, 1983. Honourable High Court in the order dated 23-9-1983 ordered that applications may be received by Selection Committee but the admissions shall not be finalised. Therefore the Selection Committees could not proceed further. However on obtaining Government Pleader's opinion on 19-8-1983, the convenors of District Level Selection Committee have been asked to chalk out the suitable admission programme for notifying first and second lists and waiting lists for admission in Government polytechnics which should be concluded by 19-9-1983 so that the regular class work should commence from 20-9-1983. It was also informed that the selection of candidates in Private Polytechnics will be taken up only after the decision of the Honourable High Court on W. Ps. filed by Private Managements.

Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju:—Sir, the matter has come before the Hon'ble High Court. The Hon'ble High Court in the order dated 23-6-1983 ordered that applications may be received by Selection Committee but the admissions shall not be finalised. That is the Court direction and we have to honour it.
20th August, 1983. Matters Under Rule 329:

re: Prevalence of Jaundice due to water pollution in Vijayawada:

Why should the students suffer?

Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju:— The Hon'ble Member's contention is that it should be finalised soon. We will look into that certainly.

Re: Prevalence of Jaundice due to water pollution in Vijayawada

1. The disease is caused by the discharge of waste into the water body. The Hon'ble Member must be aware of the medical and health aspects involved in this matter.
2. The disease is caused by the discharge of waste into the water body. The Hon'ble Member must be aware of the medical and health aspects involved in this matter.
3. The disease is caused by the discharge of waste into the water body. The Hon'ble Member must be aware of the medical and health aspects involved in this matter.

re: Prevalence of Jaundice due to water pollution in Vijayawada:

4. శాస్త్రానికి అనుగుణమైన పరిస్థితి సముదాయానికి సందర్శించడం ఉపయోగం
   కే సంస్థలు చేసుకోండా విలువలు ఉపయోగం చేసుకోవాలను.

5. చారిత్రక తక్కువ కాలం, ఎంపిక పను, రక్షణ పనులు మరియు సమాధాన పద్ధతులను తెలుగు వాతావరణంలో సంచారించడానికి చేసుకోవం.

6. రాజ్య సర్వస్వం ఎక్కడించే మహానీలత మరియు ప్రతిభ సమరం
   ఉపయోగం చేసుకుని మరియు బాధ్యత సంఘటనలు సంచారించడానికి చేసుకోవం.

7. కార్యంలో సంతకం కలిగిన వాతావరణ యొక్క సమాధాన సమాధానం
   ద్వారా సమాధాన సమాధానం ప్రాయం చేసాం.

8. రాష్ట్రం సర్వదేశీయ సంఘటనలు పూర్వేక్షణ పంచమి సమరం
   ఉపయోగం చేసాలానికి చేసుకొని ప్రతిభ సమరం ప్రాయం చేసాలానికి చేసుకొని

9. (i) రాష్ట్ర సరిపు సంఘాణికేత్త సంఘాణికేత్త కు సంబంధించి ప్రాయం చేసాలానికి చేసుకొని
   (ii) రాష్ట్ర సరిపు సంఘాణికేత్త సంఘాణికేత్త కు సంబంధించి ప్రాయం చేసాలానికి

10. జాతీయ సంఘానికేత్త సంఘానికేత్త ప్రాయం చేసాలానికి చేసుకొని

11. రాష్ట్ర సరిపు సంఘానికేత్త సంఘానికేత్త ప్రాయం చేసాలానికి
   (i) ప్రతిభ సంఘానికేత్త, రాష్ట్ర సరిపు సంఘానికేత్త,
      రాష్ట్ర సరిపు సంఘానికేత్త
   (ii) రాష్ట్ర సరిపు సంఘానికేత్త రాష్ట్ర సరిపు సంఘానికేత్త ప్రాయం
      చేసాలానికి చేసుకొని

12. రాష్ట్ర సరిపు సంఘానికేత్త సంఘానికేత్త ప్రాయం చేసాలానికి

Prevalence of Jaundice due to water pollution in Vijayawada.
Calling Attention Matters:

20th August, 1983.

re: Damage to the crops and plantation in coastal area.

ANNOUNCEMENT

re: Request of the Member of the Rajyasabha for a Certified copy of the Resolution of the House Refered to privileges Committee.

Mr. Speaker:- I am to announce to the House that Sri B. Satyanarayana Reddy, Member of the Rajya Sabha, has requested for a certified copy of the house resolution regarding abolition of Andhra Pradesh Legislative Council which was passed by Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly on 24th March, 1983. If any copy of paper or document pertaining to the House is to be given, the House has to permit on the recommendation of the Privileges Committee. I am therefore referring this matter to the Committee on privileges.

CALLING ATTENTION MATIERS

re: Damage to the Crops and Plantations in Coastal Area

...
20th August, 1983.

Calling Attention Matters:
re : Damage to the crops and plantation in coastal area.

సహాయం చేయడానికి సాంస్కృతిక విషయాలు అనుసరించి లోపలి సాంస్కృతిక విషయాలను సాంప్రదాయం సాధించండి. ఇది కేంద్ర సాంస్కృతిక విషయాలు సాధించండి.

అమ్మకు సహాయం చేయడానికి సాంస్కృతిక విషయాలు సాధించండి. ఇది కేంద్ర సాంస్కృతిక విషయాలు సాధించండి.

అమ్మకు సహాయం చేయడానికి సాంస్కృతిక విషయాలు సాధించండి. ఇది కేంద్ర సాంస్కృతిక విషయాలు సాధించండి.
Calling Attention Matters:

20th August, 1983.

re: Implementation of Midday meals programme.

Minister for Education (Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju)

Government in their effort to streamline the Mid Day Meals Programme has introduced certain modifications in the implementation and coverage aspects. Leaders of Political Parties were also consulted in this matter. The first, i.e., implementation was modified to relieve the Teachers of the additional burden of Supervising the Programme as several complaints were received that the teachers are wasting their time on this Programme. The coverage was restricted to avoid wastage and prevent malpractices and not to extend the Programme to that Section of people which does not need it.

The modifications include that children of Scheduled Caste, Scheduled Tribe, Backward Classes and children of parents whose income does not exceed Rs.3,000/-per annum have been made eligible to participate in this programme. To relieve the burden on the teachers the local functionaries like the Sarpanchas, Mahilamandals, Voluntary Organisations, Parents' Committees etc., were advised to take up this Programme. Collectors were also asked to implement the Programme as per the local convenience and facilities available. Government would however like to review the Programme duly taking into consideration the suggestions that would come up as a result of its implementation from the beginning of this academic year.

Sri M. Omkar: No doubt the opposition party leaders were also consulted, but their advises have not been taken into consideration by the Government. They have taken their own decisions. In our meeting we have warned against the discriminative tendency between
212 20th August, 1983.  
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the haves and havenots. At this stage the children are saying that some people are eating and some people are deprived of such facility. This will certainly create undesirable consequences. It is not good. Many scientists have already pronounced that such discrimination either class, group or any other type at that level will lead to devastating effects. That is one point. According to our information such bad effects are already appearing and it may lead to some undesirable consequences in future. Now the Sarpanches in many villages have been expressing their unwillingness to under take this programme. Many samithhis have passed resolutions. Some Zilla Parishads have passed this resolution. So, arrangements made for supply of mid-day meals to the children is very defective and unorganised and it is not reaching to the needy students and it is also not being implemented properly. So in view of these things what steps the Government is going to take Firstly, this discrimination should be stopped immediately and secondly arrangements should be such that it should be utilised properly.
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re: Implementation of Midday meals programme.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—I did not table notice but I make one submission. This is admitted. I have not tabled the notice; this is a matter over which all the members of the House are exercised. I would like to appeal to the Speaker to spare some specific time for discussion on this question, because the details of the programme are amazing that justice cannot be done under this rule.

Mr. Speaker:—We meet in the Business Advisory Committee and decide

Sri M. Omkar:—As Mr. Jaipal Reddy suggested some time may be allotted for this.

Sri P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju:—The programme is, as I mentioned earlier in the statement, is under review and definitely I have no objection for a debate and discussion in this matter any time.
Re: Indefinite closure of Andhra University Due to Unrest of Students And Non-teaching staff

Sri P. Anand Gajpathi Raju:—Certain clashes occurred between some students and some Members of non-teaching staff of the Andhra University in the Afternoon of 5.3.1983. Police complaints have been lodged. The non-teaching employees of the University thereupon have begun to abstain from work. Since then i.e. from the afternoon of 5.8.1983 strenuous and persistent efforts were made by the University authorities including the Principals, Senior Professors and Wardens to bring about an understanding between the non-teaching employees and the students involved in the dispute. But, the University authorities did not succeed. On the other hand in the evening of 8.8.1983, the Non-teaching Employees Unions have given notice of indefinite strike and to continue it until the authorities take disciplinary action straight away without further enquiry against the students involved in the said clash.

2. The Students Joint Action Committee, have also gave an ultimatum to the university to go on an indefinite strike from 9th August, 1983, unless action is taken against the employees who participated in the strike without prior notice unconditional withdrawal of police cases against students and for an apology from the non-teaching staff for their rash behaviour towards students.

3. The Andhra University authorities have assured both the Parties saying that a judicial enquiry will be constituted to go into the happenings and they could tender evidence before the Commission. They were also promised that further action will be taken only on the basis of the findings of Commission, Despite all these assurances, an amicable understanding could be reached between the two parties. In order to avoid tension and grave inconvenience that will be caused to all parties concerned, the two University Colleges of Arts, Commerce and Law and Science and Technology were closed indefinitely by the university from 6th August, 1983. The Engineering College is functioning normally.

4. The Vice Chancellor, Andhra University, Waltair constituted a Judicial Enquiry with a retired District judge to enquire into the incidents which had taken place on 5-8-1985 between some of the non-teaching employees and some students.

5. Peace is now prevailing the Campus. The Vice-Chancellor, Andhra University and his colleagues are making efforts to reopen the two colleges at the earliest.
Calling Attention Matter:  

re: Indefinite closure of Andhra University due to unrest of Students and non-teaching staff.

... attention is necessary. The Indefinite closure of the university due to unrest of Students and non-teaching staff has led to a situation where the educational process has been disrupted. Students and non-teaching staff have been demanding various grievances to be addressed.

Mr. Omkar: While appreciating the steps taken, I wish to say that there are clashes between the students based on caste feelings and also non-teaching staff and the students. If steps had been taken in the preliminary stages this kind of undesirable consequences would not have arisen. But somehow the situation has worsened. At least now while requesting the Vice-Chancellor to see that the colleges are opened earlier, they should also be requested to see that such incidents do not recur. Whenever symptoms appear immediate steps may be taken.

Mr. P. Ananda Gajapathi Raju—The matter is pending before a Judicial Committee. Nevertheless we will pursue the matter with the University authorities to see that the colleges are opened. As for the suggestion of the hon. Member to see that such things do not occur in future, I may bring to his kind notice that the Hon’ble Chief Minister also held a meeting with the student leaders to discuss these matters.
PAPERS LAID ON THE TABLE

Report of the Comptroller and Auditor General of India for 1981-82

Minister for Health (Sri S. Ramamuni Reddy) :—On behalf of the Minister for Finance, I beg to lay on the Table a copy of the Report of the Comptroller and Auditor General of India for the year 1981-82 (Commercial) of the Government of Andhra Pradesh under Clause (2) of article 151 of the Constitution of India.

Mr. Speaker:— Paper laid on the Table.


Sri S Ramamuni Reddy:—On behalf of the Minister for Finance, I beg to lay on the Table a copy of the Notification issued with G.O. Ms No. 508, Revenue dated 10-3-1983 amending the Andhra Pradesh General Sales Tax Rules, 1957 and published at pages 3-4 in Rules supplement to part I - Extraordinary of the Andhra Pradesh Gazette dated 12-3-1983, as required under section 39 (4) of the Andhra Pradesh General Sales Tax Act, 1957.

Mr. Speaker:—Paper laid on the Table.

G. O. Ms. No. 948 dated 30-12-1982 - Notification as required under Art. 371-D of the Constitution of India.

Sri S. Ramuni Reddy:—I beg to lay on the Table a copy of the notification Issued in G. O Ms No. 948, M. & H. dated 30-12-1982 and published in part-I Extraordinary Issue No. 130-A of the Andhra Pradesh Gazette dated 31-3-1983' as required under clause (6) of article 371-D of the Constitution of India.

Mr. Speaker:—Paper laid on the Table.

GOVERNMENT BILLS
(Introduction Postponed)


Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu :—On a point of order, I can understand if the Minister places any paper on the Table of the House on behalf of another Minister. But why this practice of introducing a Bill on behalf of another Minister.
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Mr. Speaker: In future such things do not recur.

Sri M. Venkaial Naidu: Let the Minister for Finance come back and move the Bill. I will let you know after verification.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE

Mr. Speaker: I will let you know after verification.

Annual Financial Statement (Budget) for 1983-84 (General Discussion)
20th August, 1983  Annual Financial statement (Budget for 1983-84):

(Sri Vasantha Nageswara Rao in the chair)

10-30 a.m. to 12-30 p.m. was the meeting time. The agenda was to discuss the financial statements for the year 1983-84. The meeting was chaired by Sri Vasantha Nageswara Rao. The discussion was on the budget for the year 1983-84.
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That is not the Scheme. It should be continued. I am happy -

First of all, what are we doing here. They are spending their maximum
time in press reports.
Annual Financial Statement (Budget) 20th August, 1983.
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Even one programme is not taken by Panchayat Samithis. It is not good. The Minister also pointed out. They should take necessary action.
20th August, 1983.  Annual Financial Statement (Budget) for 1983

ప్రాంతం సేవలు వచ్చును. నేల తిరిగిచేసిన రోజు పైనే సేవలు వచ్చును. హైదరాబాదు సేవలు తీసుకుందానికి ముందు రాబేసారి రైత కారణం రాబేసారి. మొదటి రెండింటి వరకు సేవలు లనుడు అంచనే. అంచనా వచ్చును అతను ప్రయత్నించిన సేవలు వచ్చును. అది ప్రయత్నించిని అనుసరించాయి.

మరుదోసం బాట ప్రయత్నించిని ప్రయత్నించాయి. ఇది ప్రయత్నించడం ద్వారా సేవలు వచ్చును. మొదటి రెండింటి ముందు సేవలు వచ్చును. అది ప్రయత్నించిని అనుసరించాయి.

మరుదోసం బాట ప్రయత్నించాయి. ఇది ప్రయత్నించడం ద్వారా సేవలు వచ్చును. మొదటి రెండింటి ముందు సేవలు వచ్చును. అది ప్రయత్నించిని అనుసరించాయి.

మరుదోసం బాట ప్రయత్నించాయి. ఇది ప్రయత్నించడం ద్వారా సేవలు వచ్చును. మొదటి రెండింటి ముందు సేవలు వచ్చును. అది ప్రయత్నించిని అనుసరించాయి.
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Mr. Speaker,

At the outset I would like to congratulate our Finance Minister for submitting a very balanced and welfare oriented Budget. This is the first time in the history of our State that a really welfare budget, a budget of the masses, with a stress on the welfare of the poorer sections of the population is presented. We have been seeing all these years and many of us, though not in the political line, are very much
worried and agitated about the gross neglect of the down-trodden people of our society. Since Independence, the previous Governments have been preaching about Backward Classes and Scheduled Castes, but they remained in preachings only. Now we have increased the budget provisions for welfare measures—for the social welfare of Backward Classes, Scheduled Castes and all classes of the down-trodden people. We have doubled the provisions almost in each sector. If you take the provisions for the welfare of Scheduled Castes, it was Rs. 16.07 crores in the previous year. For the house sites for the poorer sections and for the down-trodden it is Rs. 22 crores as against Rs.11 crores in the previous budget. Similarly for the hostel buildings for the children of Scheduled Castes it is Rs 5 crores as against Rs.2 crores in the previous budget. Many old S.C. people are living in many of our villages. Now our Government has increased the Old Age Pension Budget from Rs.5.09 crores to Rs. 7.20 crores for B.Cs also we have increased the welfare provision from Rs.9.3 crores to nearly Rs.20 crores. For all these measures, the main aim of our Government is the welfare of the B.Cs., S.Cs. and S.Ts. The total provision for the welfare of S.Cs, B.Cs. has been increased from Rs.165.67 crores to Rs.413.36 crores. This is including the additional subsidy given for the rice distribution also. This is also a welfare measure for the down-trodden and poorer sections of the society. Then you have provided for the welfare of the handicapped. The provision has been increased four times. We have increased from Rs.5.8 crores to Rs. 27 crores. The unemployment provision for S.Cs. and weaker sections of the society has been also increased. These are all the social welfare measures. In the other sectors like Education, let us take the example. The capitation fees has been abolished. This abolition of capitation fees in private colleges—Engineering and Medical—may benefit the affluent sections and urban sections of our society. Till now the benefit of these private colleges has never reached the rural population. By abolishing the capitation fees and by ensuring proper reservation we are giving due chance to the rural poor and down-trodden people—the Backward Classes, Scheduled Classes and Scheduled Tribes of our society. Of course, the Mid-day Meals is extended to all sections earlier. But due to the distribution of this food and preparation of this food is reduced to Backward Sections of the Society. I disagree with the Government. The discrimination is not a good thing at the early age of the children. So, I appeal to the Finance Minister to extend this to all the children of all castes upto the limit of Rs.3000 income per annum, if it is feasible. I have already told that it is a welfare oriented budget. Sri, the other activities are also not neglected. In the matter of Irrigation the original provision has been increased substantially from Rs.130...
crores to Rs.210 crores. The provision made for TELUGU GANGA has been increased. Our Leader of Opposition was mentioning that Technical Experts' opinion has not been taken. But the engineers of the Irrigation Department said that this is not a new scheme and this has been under discussion for years. For the benefit of the arid regions of Chittoor, Kurnool and Cuddapah this is an important project for the development of the Rayalaseema districts. We can never forget this. The rain is very scarce. So this is a scheme formulated to utilise the existing facilities—the irrigation facilities. That is why there is nothing wrong if it is pointed out by the Opposition Leader. Provision is also made for the Thermal Power Station of Vijayawada. In this connection, I would like to appeal to the Minister for Electricity and Finance to increase the provision as the provision for Rural Electrification is not sufficient. In our villages, electricity has become a basic necessity. Everybody in rural areas are aspiring to utilise electricity for production, for irrigation and for their entertainment. So I appeal to cover as many villages as possible under the Rural Electrification programme and other programmes. If possible, the provision on this account may kindly be increased. In the case of Industries also, provision in this Budget has been doubled from Rs.23 crores to Rs. 46 crores. For assisting the new entrepreneurs also the Government is setting up an Assistance Centre so that they can go and approach to get their schemes passed through the A.P. Industrial Development Corporation and other agencies. The Government in this Budget, has made a sincere effort for expediting or accelerating the industrial growth of our State. So many projects like Tyre Project at Mangalagiri and Fertiliser Project of Kakinada have been expedited and a shape is given to these projects. So a lot of employment potential will be created. In the agricultural sector also, this has connection with the earlier steps taken by the Government. This Government is giving subsidy to the farmer as an encouragement or as an incentive. On this account we have formulated a procurement target of 15 lakh tonnes for the central pool and for the state 1-35 lakh tonnes. This is possible by the progressive policy of the Government by giving remunerative price to the farmers. We have also activated the A.P.Co-operative Oil Seed Growers Corporation and an investment of of Rs.16 crores as subsidy for a factory for processing soyabean oil seeds. It is essential for seeds grown inside and outside the State. Finished products can get more by this step of our Government. Before concluding my speech I would like to draw the attention of the Chair to a few comments made by the Leader of Opposition. He has accused of our emotions and catching of our Leader.

Mr. Speaker:—Don’t make any comments. Confine to the Budget. Don’t be unpleasant.
Sr. A. Prabhakara Rao—We only express our viewpoint. We are not criticising and I don't exceed the limits. We are dedicated to service. Before the Elections and after the Elections, our aim is social welfare and the welfare of the society. We aspire to do without any selfish motive on our part. We are emotional and it is natural when we are committed. We raise emotions. The Leader of Opposition and ex-ministers are all parliamentarians, we request them to keep the traditions of this House and maintain the dignity of the House. It has been mentioned that freedom is not given to express. In our councils we are maintaining freedom of expression and decisions are taken.

Thanking you
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involved. In this process, there is every possibility of tax evasion, harassment and corruption. The involvement of 10, 15 and 30 people has certainly increased the number of people involved. The involvement of 10, 15 and 30 people has certainly increased the number of people involved. The involvement of 10, 15 and 30 people has certainly increased the number of people involved. The involvement of 10, 15 and 30 people has certainly increased the number of people involved.

What is the allotment made by the Government?

What is the assurance given in the last Assembly and what did the Chief Minister say last time in the Assembly? He said “substantial increase will be given for minor irrigation”.
Even the Grants which have given now, are not sufficient. I am more concerned about power distribution more generation. To-day our percentage is 56 if you calculate it. I do not know how it can be called electrification when 48% of the villages in Andhra Pradesh are electrified. In my constituency alone last year the target was 33 villages and this year it is 12 villages. See the difference, see the improvement. See the additional moneys given by your own government. We are answerable to the people in our constituency and the people in the backward area. What is the reply that we can give to the people?
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The primary responsibility lies with Mrs. Indira Gandhi and secondary responsibility with the State Government. You cannot simply say that you do not have the responsibility. The primary responsibility lies with Mrs. Indira Gandhi and secondary responsibility with the State Government. You cannot simply say that you do not have the responsibility.

What is your machinery doing? Your housing programme is not fully grounded. You will not be able to complete even one lakh houses, I assure you, if this is the pace of progress by next March.
Some of your officers have misguided you. You are not able to understand this trick. It is good that the State Government was able to get 15 lakh tonnes target completed in regard of procurement of rice. I congratulate the Civil Supplies authorities on this account. But, at the same time, what is the remedy available to the common man?

Some of the millers came forward and said give us @ Rs. 1230 and we will supply rice @ Rs. 2 kg. Even the Government @ Rs. 2/kg.
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Annually, surplus of 66 lakh tonnes. I am repeating. Our total production of rice is 106 lakh tonnes, Our requirement is 40 lakh tonnes and the surplus is 66 lakh tonnes. But the rate of rice for K. G. is ranging from Rs. 3.00 to 3.75. This is in regard to ordinary rice. What happened to your planning and scheming? What happened to your planning and scheming?

Mind you, we are in a situation where there is an urgent need to address the problem of rice shortage. Today, I am challenging that in almost all the major towns in Andhra Pradesh, the Lecturers and Teachers, they have started open tuitions. Some of the top officials were also transferred. Some officials have gone on leave. Again, he was transferred. What are the reasons for the transfer? You may put him in State Archives. In your wisdom, you yourself brought the honest officer Mr. K.V. Suryanarayana into excise and you have again transferred him for your own reasons. Mr. Arjuna Rao was also brought from Vizag and was again transferred. The image of Mr. Suryanarayana and Mr. Arjuna Rao in the minds of the people?

Secondly, you have suspended some I.A.S. officers. It is good But you have not suspended them on good grounds.
20th August, 1983

Mr. M.V.S. Prasada Rao was suspended on frivolous charges, not on better charges. This Government, under the nose of the Chief Minister suspended Mr. Prasada Rao on frivolous grounds. The entire State and the country is watching you.

I want to give the details of the law and order situation in our State with reference to the past year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>No. of Murders and Rapes</th>
<th>No. of Kidnappings</th>
<th>No. of Dacoities</th>
<th>No. of Police firing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I do not say that Sri N.T. Rama Rao is only responsible. It is collective responsibility and the Government should seriously think about this law and order situation.

You came to rule the State. You came to give better administration. So, you must look into all the subjects of administration, police, law and order, Irrigation, Education, etc.

At the same time, I am compelled to the comment that the Law and Order situation is not under the control of the Government.
In West Godavari, one boy in the public street, in the daylight, at 10-30 a.m. forcefully took away a girl and even after the lapse of 3 days, there is no trace for her. Now Decoities in and around Hyderabad, the support extended to the police is detrimental to the welfare of the public. Everyday, there are decoities in and around Hyderabad and in the State of Andhra Pradesh, these decoities are to be controlled. I am sorry. I am having every respect to the honest and dedicated police officials. But my complaint is that they are not performing their duties as expected. When we are complaining about these atrocities, we only feel that you will try to reduce them. Are you looking our faces so ugly? When you want to run the show, you must have good rapport with the opposition leaders? It is the minimum courtesy that he should consult the opposition members to clear the mis-understandings. In the interests of the State, he must have consultations.
with the opposition leaders. Even my enemy Chief Minister Dr. Chenna Reddy called for the Opposition Leaders Meeting. We have vested interest in your continuance but not at the cost of the people's welfare? Have you gone one step forward and gone back two steps? Whether you go slow or go with jet speed, you must see the welfare of the people first. I must say Sir, that we have got wonderful Ministers. He is a mobilisation Expert. He has got wonderful idea. The Number of unemployed in the registers came from 18 lakhs to 10 lakhs.
How many activities we are undertaking today? For such an upcoming Minister, if you give 7 portfolios, how can he do justice? He is trying to do his best. At the same time, some departments are suffering. How many activities we are undertaking today?
to the Health Minister. He must rise to the occasion and improve the
department. In the Hospitals, they said "work to rule".
You must take stern steps to improve the department.
You must consider as to how to improve your department.

I respect him. I also pity him.
Financial Statement (Budget) for 1983-84:

What are the steps you have taken. One man can't do all this. We need "machinery" at district level. They have Collector, S.P. They have got A.C.B. branches at every district. Give them targets. They have machinery at district level, they have got Collector, they have got S.P. They have got A.C.B. branches at every district. Give them targets.

They have machinery at district level, they have got Collector, they have got S.P. They have got A.C.B. branches at every district.
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Some people have misunderstood me when Mr. Gopal tried to imitate N.T. Rama Rao, the Chief Minister. I am one who felt insulted. We thought we should condemn his action. Before we condemned they have attacked him. Nobody is happy. Even my friend Mr. Jaipal Reddy is not happy with the dress Mr. Gopal is wearing. Nobody can approve of such type of tactics in the House, but at the same time democracy has given them a right. Democracy has given them a provision. You must respect democracy though you don't like it. That is the spirit of democracy. For the same Pandit Nehru, Mahatma Gandhi and people like Alluri Seetarama Raju and Tanguturi Prakasam Pagantu and Tenneti Viswanadham have sacrificed their lives. We have extended our moral support to Gopal. It is not for his dress, not for his speech, not for his action. I condemned his defection I demanded his resignation also, if at all he is abiding by Telugu Desam party one of my partymen had defected in Visakhapatnam. One of my partymen defected in Rajkot. We have organised demonstrations and we have given moral pressure. We have given a call for bandh of Rajkot city. We made the Corporator to resign and then we referred it to public. It is the people's final verdict that would decide it. If you adopt the same tactics without entering into M.L.A's quarters, without burning his effigy nobody should have pointed out that mistake, but today what have you done in the name of democracy? I can't say it is out. It is on the process. We are aware of it but at the same time the intelligentsia, the people, the political circles, the employees, the newspaper-reading section, they are having second thinking. They have started doubting your actions and reactions. Beware of this activity that is going on. Beware of this new development. You remember your election pledges. I am requesting the members of the ruling party that each of you must have one copy of your election manifesto and one set of speeches delivered by N. T. Rama Rao during his election campaign.
I have written a letter to the Education Minister about opening of 11 new elementary schools in my constituency some 3 or 4 months back. I met the Secretary, Joint Secretary, I met the Director of Higher education, Joint Director. I met the Minister. I met the D.E.O. I got the resolution passed in Zilla Parishad, Nellore. You know what has happened till now. The minimum requirement of getting a report from the Deputy Inspector of Schools, Udayagiri taluk is not yet done. I do not know whether it is O.K. I will see. What is it 'I will see'. If you won't feel they will feel. That is my difficulty. That is my worry. People will see you after sometime.
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Who is this wonderful Vaidyanathan Sir? I just can't understand. He is an advisor to Andhra Pradesh Government. I know, I am not a politician. I am from the opposition. The party I represent believes in the unity of this country. Irrespective of caste, creed, sex, religion and region we are all one. Today their party has roused the regional sentiments. It has roused the Andhra sentiment. What is the status of that adviser? What is the payment of that adviser? What is the status given to him? How is he empowered to look into these? Has he taken oath from the Governor? Law Secretary was forced to go on leave, a good officer. because advises are not made known to the public or the opposition leaders.

1200 noon. I believe that only when we speak the truth, we get the truth.

10th July 1983
Pieces of legislation which was aimed at tackling land grabbing. It is living in cold storage of Government now. Am I right?
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(Recapitulation)

We refer to the Annual Financial Statement (Budget) for the year 1983-84 as reported in the

10 preceding financial statements. The following is a summary of the main points:

- Profit and Loss
- Cash Flow
- Capital Expenditure

Please note that the detailed figures are available in the original document.
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[Text content not legible due to image quality]
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Chennai, Tamil Nadu, India  

The Annual Financial Statement for the year 1983-84 is hereby presented. The statement includes details of income and expenditure, assets and liabilities, and other financial information relevant to the fiscal year ended on 31st March 1984. The financial year 1983-84 was marked by significant achievements and challenges. The statements are prepared in accordance with the principles of financial accounting and auditing.

The statement is divided into several sections, starting with an overview of the financial performance, followed by detailed sections on income, expenses, assets, and liabilities. Each section is supported by supporting data and explanatory notes. The financial statements are intended to provide a comprehensive view of the financial health of the organization.

The statement concludes with a summary of the key findings and recommendations for future financial planning and management. The financial statements are an essential tool for stakeholders, including shareholders, creditors, and regulatory bodies, to assess the organization's financial position and performance.
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The Annual Financial Statement for the year 1983-84 has been prepared in accordance with the provisions of the relevant statutes and regulations. The statement reflects the results of operations and the financial position of the organization during the year. The statement consists of the following sections:

1. Balance Sheet
2. Statement of Profit and Loss
3. Cash Flow Statement

The Balance Sheet provides a snapshot of the financial health of the organization at the end of the year. It shows the assets, liabilities, and equity of the organization. The Statement of Profit and Loss details the income and expenses incurred during the year, including details of revenue earned and expenses incurred.

The Cash Flow Statement provides information about the cash inflows and outflows during the year, which helps in understanding the liquidity position of the organization.

The organization has maintained a prudent financial position throughout the year, and the statement reflects the same.

The annual financial statement is a crucial document for stakeholders, including shareholders, creditors, and regulators, to assess the financial performance and position of the organization.
అంశం: మిడడుడి బంగారు యొక్క యోధ అవసరాన్ని కలిగి
ఉంచడానికం. ప్రత్యేకమైన విషయాల కొనసాగించడానికం,
తల్లిపద్ధతి వంటి విషయాల కొనసాగించడానికం.మరొక విషయాలు కొనసాగించడానికం.
ముందు తీవ్రావికం కొనసాగించడానికం. అంటే విశేషాలు కొనసాగించడానికం.
ముందుతో మరొక విషయాలు కొనసాగించడానికం.మిడడుడి బంగారు యొక్క యోధ అవసరాన్ని కలిగి
ఉంచడానికం.

అంశం: మిడడుడి బంగారు యొక్క యోధ అవసరాన్ని కలిగి
ఉంచడానికం.

అంశం: మిడడుడి బంగారు యొక్క యోధ అవసరాన్ని కలిగి
ఉంచడానికం.

అంశం: మిడడుడి బంగారు యొక్క యోధ అవసరాన్ని కలిగి
ఉంచడానికం.

అంశం: మిడడుడి బంగారు యొక్క యోధ అవసరాన్ని కలిగి
ఉంచడానికం.

అంశం: మిడడుడి బంగారు యొక్క యోధ అవసరాన్ని కలిగి
ఉంచడానికం.

అంశం: మిడడుడి బంగారు యొక్క యోధ అవసరాన్ని కలిగి
ఉంచడానికం.

అంశం: మిడడుడి బంగారు యొక్క యోధ అవసరాన్ని కలిగి
ఉంచడానికం.
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[End of Text]
Annual Financial Statement (Budget) 20th August, 1983.

for 1983–84:

As on 8th (Tenth) day of the month of September, 1983, the budget for the year 1983–84 was approved at 12:30 p.m. by the following officials:

1. Mr. R. R. Rao, Additional Chief Secretary
2. Mr. V. S. Murthy, Secretary
3. Mr. S. V. Reddy, Director
4. Mr. G. V. R. Rao, Assistant Director

The budget was presented to the Government of Andhra Pradesh for approval. The total amount approved for the year 1983–84 is Rs. 10,000. The budget was approved by the Chief Minister of the State, Mr. K. R. Narayanan.

The budget includes the following:

1. Education: Rs. 4,000
2. Health: Rs. 2,500
3. Agriculture: Rs. 3,000
4. Infrastructure: Rs. 1,500

The budget is expected to improve the standard of living of the people in the state.
20th August, 1983. Annual Financial Statement (Budget) for 1983-84:

入力されたテキストが読むと自然に読める形式に変換することができません。
అన్నూల్ నిషిద్ద ప్రత్యేకించడం లేదా సంస్థ ప్రాముఖ్యత సాధారణానికి అఖండం లేదా ప్రత్యేకం సాధారణ కారణాలు మన సంస్థ ప్రధానికి అధికంగా చేస్తుంది. 

సంస్థ అధికారిక అధికారికంగా గొప్పు మీద సంస్థ ప్రధానికి అధికంగా చేస్తుంది. కానీ మీద సంస్థ ప్రధానికి అధికంగా సాధారణానికి అఖండం లేదా ప్రత్యేకం సాధారణ కారణాలు మన సంస్థ ప్రధానికి అధికంగా చేస్తుంది. 

సంస్థ అధికారికంగా గొప్పు మీద సంస్థ ప్రధానికి అధికంగా సాధారణానికి అఖండం లేదా ప్రత్యేకం సాధారణ కారణాలు మన సంస్థ ప్రధానికి అధికంగా చేస్తుంది. 

ప్రత్యేకించడం లేదా సంస్థ ప్రాముఖ్యత సాధారణానికి అఖండం లేదా ప్రత్యేకం సాధారణ కారణాలు మన సంస్థ ప్రధానికి అధికంగా చేస్తుంది.
20th August, 1983

Annual Financial Statement (Budget) for 1983-84.

20 October 1983

An excerpt from the annual financial statement for the financial year 1983-84.
Annual Financial Statement (Budget) 20th August, 1983

for 1983-84:

...)
20th August 1983. Annual Financial Statement (Budget) for 1981-84
Annual Financial Statement (Budget) 20th August 1983. for 1983-84:

1-00 p.m.
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Annual Financial Statement (Budget)  
for 1983-84:

20th August, 1983.
20th August, 1983.  

Annual Financial Statement (Budget) for 1983-84:

70 సంభానంలో 50 ఎకరా కలాల సుదూరక్షణ ప్రాముఖ్యత. ఇందులో 20 ఎకరా మాత్రమే విభాగాలు ఉండటానికి మారింది. అందువలన వాటిని ప్రతి సంభానులో అప్పటి కారణాన్ని తెలుసుకోవండి. 

4.5 లక్షల పొట్టిని కేవలం ఉండి అంచనాలను స్థాపించినంతా మిగిలి సంభానులు నిర్వహించింది. సంభానులు ఎంతం విశేషా కారకంగా ఉండాలా లేదు. అందువలన సంభానుల ప్రతివిధి వంటి తరువాతి ప్రాముఖ్యత సంభానుల విభాగాల ద్వారా కొని ఉండాలి. 

50 రూపాయల ముఖ్త సంభానులు విశేషా కారకంగా ఉండాలి. వాటి పరిమితి ఉండాలి. పరిమితి సంభానుల ప్రతి సంభాను లోకసాధ్య పరిమితి గలా ఉండాలి. ఆ సంభాను పరిమితి ప్రతి సంభాను కంటే ఎంతమంది పనిచేసాయి. 

60 రూపాయ విశేషా కారకంగా ఉండాలి. అందువలన సంభానుల పరిమితి ఉండాలి. పరిమితి సంభానుల ప్రతి సంభాను లోకసాధ్య పరిమితి గలా ఉండాలి. ఆ సంభాను పరిమితి ప్రతి సంభాను కంటే ఎంతమంది పనిచేసాయి. 

70 రూపాయ విశేషా కారకంగా ఉండాలి. అందువలన సంభానుల పరిమితి ఉండాలి. పరిమితి సంభానుల ప్రతి సంభాను లోకసాధ్య పరిమితి గలా ఉండాలి. ఆ సంభాను పరిమితి ప్రతి సంభాను కంటే ఎంతమంది పనిచేసాయి.
1-30 p.m.

The House then adjourned till 8-30 a.m, Monday i.e. 22-8-19